Use of a neural net computer system for analysis of flow cytometric data of phytoplankton populations.
Flow cytometry has been used over the past 5 years to begin detailed exploration of the distribution and abundance of picoplankton in the oceans. Light scattering and fluorescence measurements on individual plankton cells in seawater samples allow construction of population signatures from size and pigment characteristics. The use of "list mode" data has made these studies possible, but on-shore analysis of copious data does not permit on-site reexamination of important or unexpected observations, and overall effort is greatly handicapped by data analysis time. Here we describe the application of neural net computer technology to the analysis of flow cytometry data. Although the data used in this study are from oceanographic research, the results are general and should be directly applicable to flow cytometry data of any sort. Neural net computers are ideally suited to perform the pattern recognition required for the quantitative analysis of flow cytometry data. Rather than being programmed to perform analysis, the neural net computer is "taught" how to analyze the cell populations by presenting examples of inputs and correct results. Once the system is "trained," similar data sets can be analyzed rapidly and objectively, minimizing the need for laborious user interaction. The neural network described here offers the advantages of 1) adaptability to changing conditions and 2) potential real-time analysis. High accuracy and processing speed near that required for real-time classification have been achieved in a software simulation of the neural network on a Macintosh SE personal computer.